Abstract. An algorithm is presented for learning the class of Boolean formulas that are expressible as conjunctions of Horn clauses. (A Horn clause is a disjunction of literals, all but at most one of which is a negated variable.) The algorithm uses equivalence queries and membership queries to produce a formula that is logically equivalent to the unknown formula to be learned. The amount of time used by the algorithm is polynomial in the number of variables and the number of clauses in the unknown formula.
1984; , whereas by the remarks above their status is open without membership queries. Another example is provided by read-once formulas (Boolean formulas in which each variable occurs at most once). These are PAC-learnable in polynomial time if membership queries are available (Angluin, Hellerstein & Karpinski, 1989) . However, by another reduction of Kearns, Li, Pitt and Valiant (1987) , the PAC-learnability of readonce formulas is equivalent to that of general Boolean formulas in the absence of membership queries, and therefore as hard as certain apparently hard cryptographic problems, by the results of Kearns and Valiant (1989) .
What are the limits of this approach? How much are membership queries likely to help with learning general Boolean formulas, or general CNF and DNF formulas? Angluin and Kharitonov (1991) give cryptographic evidence that the answer in both cases is: "not much." For general Boolean formulas there is cryptographic evidence of the same sort as given by Kearns and Valiant that they are not PAC-learnable in polynomial time even if membership queries are available. For general CNF and DNF formulas the situation is more complicated, but, in effect, there is cryptographic evidence that either general CNF formulas will be PAC-learnable in polynomial time without membership queries, or they won't be PAC-learnable in polynomial time even with membership queries--that is, the membership queries "won't help" in the case of general CNF and DNF formulas.
In this paper we consider the class of propositional Horn sentences, that is, CNF formulas in which each clause contains an arbitrary number of literals, at most one of which is positive. This class lies between general CNF and monotone CNF, being "nearly monotone." For the class of propositional Horn sentences there are polynomial-time algorithms to decide the satisfiability of a formula and the logical equivalence of two formulas (Jones & Laaser, 1977) , in contrast to the situation for general CNF formulas.
A Horn clause such as (-1 a V --1 b V -~ c V d) is logically equivalent to an implication (a A b A c = d); thus, a propositional Horn sentence can be viewed as a conjunction of such implications. Of course, conjunctions of universally quantified Horn clauses in the predictate logic are familiar in the guise of Prolog programs, so one can also view this class as a "toy" model of Prolog. provides further discussion of propositional Horn sentences.
The main result of this paper implies that the class of propositional Horn sentences is polynomial-time learnable in the PAC model provided membership queries are available. Thus, in this case, membership queries do help.
Our learning algorithms are presented in the paradigm of exact identification with equivalence and membership queries, a more demanding setting than either PAC learning with membership queries or mistake-bounded prediction with membership queries. That is, our polynomial-time algorithm for exact identification of propositional Horn sentences using equivalence and membership queries can be transformed in a straightforward way into either (1) a polynomial-time PAC learning algorithm using membership queries or (2) a polynomial-time prediction algorithm with a polynomial mistake bound (Littlestone, 1988) for the same class of formulas.
Our main result may be stated formally as follows. For alt natural numbers m and n our algorithm, HORN1, exactly identifies all the Horn sentences H, with m clauses and n variables using equivalence and membership queries and runs in time x O(m2n2), making O(mn) equivalence queries and O(rn2n) membership queries.
It is interesting to note that neither type of query may be eliminated. That is, there is no polynomial-time algorithm that exactly identifies all the Horn sentences using only membership queries or only equivalence queries (Angluin, 199'0) .
Despite the "almost monotone" nature of propositional Horn sentences, the algorithm to learn them using membership and equivalence queries is quite different from flae algorithm to learn monotone CNF and DNF formulas using membership and equivalence queries (Valiant, 1984; . A natural question to ask is whether the results can be extended by allowing "more" non-monotonicity in the clauses. If we define the k-quasiHorn formulas to be conjunctions of clauses each of which has at most k positive literals, then the Horn sentences are also 1-quasi-Horn formulas. However, a reduction that preserves prediction with membership queries shows that learning even 2-quasi-Horn formulas with membership queries is as hard as learning general CNF formulas with membership queries. Therefore, if learning general CNF formulas with membership queries is indeed intractable, then Horn sentences are on the boundary of what can be learned in polynomial time with membership queries.
The research presented here also improves the results of , where the class of Horn sentences is shown to be learnable by an algorithm that uses equivalence queries that return Horn clauses as counterexamples and "derivation queries"--a type of query that is significantly more powerful than a membership query.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives basic definitions, notation, and lemmas that will be used throughout. In Section 3 we describe the first version of our algorithm, HORN, and give an example run. Section 4 provides a correctness proof and an analysis of the time and query complexity of this algorithm. In Section 5 we present a modified version of the algorithm, HORN1, which has improved time and query bounds. We conclude in Section 6 by discussing some related and open problems. The class of Horn sentences over variable set V is a proper subclass of the class of conjunctive normal form (CNF) formulas over V.
Preliminaries
Our presentation is simplified if we recall that a Horn clause has an equivalent representation as an implication. For example, the clause ( --1 a V -~ b V -~ c v d) is logically equivalent to the implication (a A b A c ~ d). Similarly, the "degenerate" clauses ( -~ a v -~ b v -~ c) and (a) have implicative forms (a A b A c = F) and (T = a) respectively. This is captured formally by the following definition. We now describe the relationships that may exist between an example and a Horn clause.
Definition 6. An example x is said to cover a Horn clause C if antecedent(C) c true(x). We say that x does not cover C if antecedent(C) 9~ true(x). The example x is said to violate the Horn clause C if x covers C and consequent(C) ~ false(x).
Notice that ifx violates C then x must cover C, but that the converse does not necessarily hold. It will be more convenient throughout the rest of the paper to consider a Horn sentence as a set of Horn clauses, representing the conjunction of the clauses. Our first observation is trivial, but it is helpful to state it formally.
Proposition 1. If x is a negative example for the Horn sentence H, then x violates some clause of H.
We next define the operation " O " denoting the intersection of a pair of examples. 
Definition 7. Let x and s be two examples, then x n s is defined to be the example z such " that true(z) = true(x) n true(s).

Note that this implies that false(x O s) is false(x) U false(s).
The learning protocol
Let H, denote the target Horn sentence to be learned. The goal of the learning algorithm is exact identification, that is, to succeed the algorithm must halt and output a Horn sentence that is logically equivalent to H,. The learning algorithm may gather information about H, using two types of queries, membership queries and equivalence queries. A membership query is any assignment x to the variables, and the answer to the membership query is "yes" ifx satisfies the target formula H,, and "no" otherwise. Thus, a membership query is a request for a classification of a specific example with respect to the target concept.
In an equivalence query the learning algorithm may propose as a hypothesis any Horn sentence H. If H is logically equivalent to H, then the answer to the query is "yes" and the learning algorithm has succeeded in the inference task, and halts with output H. Otherwise, the answer to the equivalence query is " n o " and the learning algorithm receives a counterexample--an assignment x : V ~ {T, F} that satisfies H, but does not satisfy H (a positive counterexample), or vice-versa (a negative counterexample). Note that the choice of counterexamples is arbitrary--the algorithm must work as advertised for the worstcase selection of counterexamples.
Because the problem of determining whether two Horn sentences are equivalent (and producing a counterexample if they are not) is solvable in polynomial time (Jones & Laaser, 1977) , answers to both types of queries can be found in polynomial time given the target formula H, and the input to the query (either an assignment x or a Horn sentence H.)
The algorithm HORN
The ideas behind our algorithm may be understood by considering the problems that arise with more straightforward approaches. After this motivation, we describe the algorithm HORN and give an example run. The correctness of HORN is demonstrated in the next section. In Section 5 we present a more efficient version of our algorithm, HORN1.
Two unsuccessful approaches
Let 1-1, be the target Horn sentence with respect to which equivalence and membership queries are answered. Every negative counterexample x violates some clause C of H,. Given x, we would like to add the clause C to our current hypothesis, but we cannot exactly determine C from x alone. We know however that antecedent(C) c_ true(x), and consequent(C) ~ false(x). Thus one approach would be to add to our current hypothesis H all elements of the set
clauses(x) = ( I tvstrue(x) vl ~ z : z E false(x) )
whenever a new negative counterexample x is obtained. Each clause in this set is a possible explanation of why x is a negative example, since each one is falsified by x. However, there are two kinds of problems that arise--the new clauses may be incorrect (that is, not implied by H.) or they may be correct, but too weak.
The problem of incorrect clauses is not a serious one because any clause that is not logically implied by the target formula H. will eventually be discovered when a positive counterexample is produced that does not satisfy the clause. At this point, at least one incorrect clause will be eliminated?
The problem of correct but weak clauses is more serious. To see that there is at least one correct clause, let C' be the clause from clauses(x) with the same consequent as C; C' is subsumed by C, and thus is logically implied by H.. However, the antecedent set of C' may be much larger than the antecedent set of C, with the result that there are numerous negative counterexamples that violate C but satisfy C'. A simple scenario shows that an adversarial choice of counterexamples can force this approach to add exponentially many correct but weak clauses. Let n be an even number, let the variable set be V = {a, bl, b2 ..... bn}, and suppose H. is just a single clause, C, which is a~F.
Any example in which a is set to T is a negative example. In particular, the example with a set to T and also each variable b i such that i is even set to T is a negative example. Among the clauses generated from this example is the correct but weak clause
Suppose we next see a negative example which is identical to the previous negative example except that bl is T instead of b2. This example does not violate any clause that we previously generated, so we must exclude this negative example by generating clauses for it. Among these clauses is the correct but weak clause
The difficulty is now clear: there are exponentially many negative examples with a set to T and exactly half of the variables {bi} set to T--we are forced to exclude each one with its own clause.
In this scenario, because the antecedents of the clauses in clauses(x) are so much larger than the antecedent set of C, the negative examples that fail to satisfy the correct added clause are only a small fraction of those that fail to satisfy C. Thus the correct ,clause added to H is a very weak "approximation" of C. Consequently, very many such approximations to the target clause C are generated by the examples.
To counter this problem, a second approach might be to find smaller antecedents by using membership queries to set more of the variables to F in the negative counterexamples that we are given; this is the approach of the monotone DNF algorithm of Valiant (1984) and . Given a negative counterexample x, we set some variable which is currently T in x to F and ask whether the result satisfies H,. If not, then the result still violates some clause of/4, and we leave the variable set to E otherwise we set the variable back to T. We repeat this process until we can set no more variables to E This process can be done quickly and we are left with a minimal negative example. However, a second scenario will disclose a flaw in this approach.
Suppose the variable set is V = {a, b, c, d} and H, is
Further suppose that we minimize negative examples by trying to set the variables to F in alphabetical order. Let TTTF (that is, the variables a, b, and c set to T and the variable d set to F) be the first negative counterexample. We minimize this to FT'FF and add clauses(FTFF) to our hypothesis, so H becomes
Next we see the positive counterexample TTFF which reduces H to (b = a).
Thus we have indeed found a clause of H,. Next we see the negative counterexample TTTF. But this is the same example that we saw at the beginning, and so our algorithm will never terminate; it is forced to find the same clause repeatedly. The difficulty lies in the fact that even though we were given an example that violated the first clause of H,, our minimization produced an example that violated the second clause of H,; and this fact led to non-termination. (One might object that it is foolhardy to decide a priori the order in which we will try to set the variables of our negative examples to F; rather we should dynamically decide the order in which to minimize a new negative counterexample. However, it appears to be a difficult problem to design a polynomialtime algorithm that is guaranteed to minimize a negative example and simultaneously avoid rediscovering any of the previously found correct clauses even if it is known which clauses in the current hypothesis are correct.)
Description of HORN
The first scenario above shows that we must reduce the number of variables set to T in the negative counterexamples we are given, and the second scenario rules out the obvious greedy approach. A data-driven approach solves the dilemma. A new negative example is used to attempt to "refine" previously obtained negative examples by intersection. Each such intersection, if it contains fewer true variables than the previously obtained negative example, is then tested to see whether it is negative (using a membership query). If so, it is a candidate to refine the previously obtained negative example. 4
The Any clause in the hypothesis which is not logically implied by the target will be exposed eventually by a positive counterexample. When a positive counterexample appears, the algorithm removes any clause that this example violates from the hypothesis.
On the other hand, the hypothesis may also contain some correct clauses which are too weak. Such a clause may be exposed eventually by a negative counterexample. When a negative counterexample occurs, the algorithm refines the first element of S it can (using an intersection and a membership query) or it appends the new negative example to the end of S. In either case, after modifying S the algorithm generates a new hypothesis from S. This process produces in polynomial time a hypothesis which is logically equivalent to the target.
An example run of HORN
A simulated run of HORN follows. Suppose the variable set is V = {a, b, c, d} and H, is
Initially we set S to be the empty sequence and H to be the null hypothesis (true on all examples):
Suppose the first counterexample to our equivalence query for H is the negatwe example TTTF. There are no elements of S that we can attempt to refine with this negative example, so we simply append it to the end of the sequence. Since S has changed we generate a new hypothesis H by conjoining all of the clauses from clauses(s) for all s ~ S. Thus,
S: [TTTF], H : (a A b A c = d) A ( a A b A c ~ F).
Suppose the next counterexample to our equivalence query for H is the positive example TTTT. This eliminates an incorrect clause from H but does not change S, so we do not generate a new H from S. Thus we now have
S : [TTTF], H : (a A b A c ~ d).
For clarity, we will assume for the remainder of this simulated run that we are able to discard immediately any incorrect clauses by positive counterexamples returned by equivalence queries for H, and so we will only show the effect of receiving a (necessarily) negative counterexample. Suppose the next negative counterexample is TTFT. We intersect this with the (first) element of S and get the example TTFF, which has strictly fewer variables set to T than the (first) element of S had. We then make a membership query with TTFF and discover that it is also a negative example, so we can replace the (first) element of S with the result of the intersection. Then, because S has changed, we generate a new hypothesis H from S. (Again assuming that all incorrect clauses have been eliminated) we have
S : [TTFF], H: (a A b = c ) A ( a A b = d).
Suppose our next negative counterexample is T F T E We intersect this with the (first) element of S to get the example TFFE which a membership query shows to be a positive example for H,. Thus, we cannot refine the (first) element of S with T F T E so we add it to the end of S. This in turn mandates that we regenerate H from S, which (after elimination of incorrect clauses) leaves us with
S : [TTFF, TFTF], H : (a A b = c ) A (a A b = d ) A ( a A c = d).
Our final equivalence query for H tells us that we have learned H,; note that H is logically equivalent to H,, though not identical to it.
Correctness and running time
We prove that the algorithm HORN given in Figure 1 correctly terminates in time 0(m3n4), making O(m2n 2) equivalence queries and O(m2n) membership queries. In the next section, a more efficient version of the algorithm, HORN1, improves these bounds to 0(m2n2), O(mn), and O(m2n), respectively.
First observe that the algorithm terminates only if the hypothesis and the target Horn sentence H, are logically equivalent. Therefore, if the algorithm terminates, it is correct. To show termination in polynomial time we first prove a couple of technical lemmas.
Lemma 4. For each execution of the main loop of line 3, the following holds. Suppose that in step 5 of the algorithm a negative example x is obtained such that for some clause C of H, and for some si ~ S, x violates C and si covers C. Then there is somej <_ i such that in step 17 the algorithm will refine sj by replacing sj with sjAx.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of iterations k of the main loop of line 3. If k = 1, then the lemma is vacuously true, since the sequence S is empty upon execution of step 5. Assume inductively that the lenuna holds for iterations 1, 2, . . . , k -1 of the main loop, and assume that during the k-th execution of the loop, H is the value of H in the equivalence query in step 3, and at step 5 a negative counterexample x is obtained such that for some clause C of H, and for some s i ~ S, x violates C and si covers C. Since x is a negative counterexample, it must satisfy all the clauses of H.
Clearly, if in step 17 of the k-th iteration, the algorithm refines some sj where j < i, then we are done. Suppose that this does not happen. Now by Lemma 1, we know that si f)x violates C and therefore is a negative example of H,. It only remains to be shown that true(siOx ) is properly contained in true(si), for then s i will be refined in step 17.
Suppose to the contrary that true(s i 0 x) = true(si). Since si 17 x violates C, this implies that si also violates C, so antecedent(C) ~ true(si) and consequent(C) ~ fa~e(si). Consider the clause vl c° seq e 'c'
Note that C E clauses(si) and also C implies C. We claim that x violates C' and C is a clause of H, contradicting the fact that x is a negative counterexample to Jqr.
To see that x violates C, note that true(si) c true(x), which implies that antecedent(6") c_ true(x). Also, since x violates C, consequent(C) ~ false(x), and therefore consequent(C) false(x).
To see that C is a clause of [/, observe that each time the sequence S is modified, step 20 of the algorithm discards the old hypothesis and constructs a new hypothesis H from the elements currently in S. Further observe that during each execution of the main loop of line 3, either S is modified (lines 10-21), or else a clause is removed from H (line 8). Let k' < k be the last execution of the main loop of line 3 during which S was modified. Then, during the k'-th iteration, line 20 was executed and H was reconstructed from S. At this time the clause 6" was included in H because s i was a member of S and C ~i clauses(si). Now C logically implies C, so 6" could not have been removed in line 8 during iterations k' + 1, ..., k of the main loop. Thus C must be a clause of/~. This yields the desired contradition; therefore true(siOx) is properly contained in true(si). Thus the algorithm will replace s i by sifqx in line 17.
[]
Lemma 5. Let S be a sequence of elements constructed for the target H, by the algorithm. Then 1. Vk¥(i < k)¥(C ~ H,) if sk violates C then si does not cover C. 2. ¥k¥(i ~ k)¥(C E H,) if sk violates C, then s i does not violate C.
Proof: We first show property 1 implies property 2, and then show inductively that property 1 is preserved under any modifications the algorithm makes to the sequence S. Suppose S is any sequence of examples with property 1. To see that S must have property 2, assume to the contrary that k and i are distinct positive integers such that sk and si both violate some clause C in H,. Without loss of generality, assume that i < k. Then, since property 1 holds of S and sk violates C, si does not cover C. By assumption si violates C and therefore must cover C. This contradiction shows that S must have ]property 2.
To see that property 1 is preserved, we argue inductively. Initially the sequence is empty, so property l holds vacuously. Now suppose that property 1 (and therefore also property 2) holds for some sequence, and suppose that the algorithm modifies the sequence in response to seeing the negative example x.
If the algorithm appends x to the sequence as, say, st, then suppose by way of contradiction that property 1 fails to hold. Inductively, the only way that property 1 could now fail to hold is if there is some i < t such that si covers some clause C of H, that sz = x violates. This together with Lemma 4 contradicts the fact that the algorithm did not replace sj by sjNx for some j < i. Thus property 1 is preserved in this case. Now suppose that instead of appending x to the sequence, the algorithm replaces some sk with skNx. Suppose by way of contradiction that property 1 fails to hold. There are two possibilities, either (a) there is some i < k such that si covers and s~ f'l x violates some particular clause C of H, or (b) there is some i > k such that sk Nx covers and si violates some particular clause C of H,.
If case (a) holds, then by Lemma 3 either x violates C or sk violates C. If x violates C then (since si covers C) by Lemma 4 there must be some j < i < k such that sj was refined instead of sk, a contradiction. On the other hand, if sk violates C, then the fact that si and Sk both violate C contradicts the inductive assumption that property 1 (and therefore property 2) held before the modification.
In case (b), there is some i > k such that skOx covers and si violates some clause C of H,. Since skfqx covers C, Sk covers C as well. Since si violates C and i > k, this contradicts the inductive assumption that property 1 held before the modification. Thus, in either case property 1 is preserved.
Corollary 2. At no time do two distinct elements in S violate the same clause of H,.
Proof: This is property 2 of Lemma 5. 
Proof:
The only changes to the sequence S during any run of the algorithm involve either appending a new element to S, or refining an existing element. Thus I s I cannot decrease during any execution of the main loop of the algorithm. But Lemma 7 shows that there are at most m elements of S at any time. Thus line 18 is executed at most rn times. Now observe that whenever any element si of the sequence S is refined (line 17), the resulting new i-th element is siNx, which, by line 11, must contain strictly fewer variables assigned the value T than si. This can happen at most n times for each element of S. Thus line 17 is executed at most mn times.
Whenever the ELSE clause at line 9 is executed, either line 17 or 18 must be executed. It follows that lines 9-21 are executed at most mn + m = m(n + 1) times. Note that this bounds the total number of membership queries made by m2(n + 1).
Next observe that for any element s of S, the cardinality of false(s) is at most n + 1 (recalling that F fi false(s)). Thus the cardinality of clauses(s) is at most n + 1. Therefore, the number of clauses in any hypothesis H constructed in line 20 is at most m(n + 1). Now, since each positive counterexample obtained in line 5 necessarily causes at least one clause to be removed from H by line 8, the equivalence query can produce at most m(n + 1) positive counterexamples between modifications to S. Therefore, liLne 8 is executed at most mZ(n + 1) 2 times.
Since each execution of line 3 that does not result in termination causes execution of line 8 or lines 9-21, the total number of executions of line 3 (and hence the total number of equivalence queries made) is at most mZ(n + 1) 2 + m(n + 1) + 1.
To complete the proof we need only show that the time needed for each ,execution of the main loop is (~(mn2). Using the facts (above) that at any time during the execution of the algorithm tSI -< m and IHI -m(n + 1), and that each element of H consists of at most n + 1 variables (antecedent + consequent), it is easily verified that the time needed to execute either of steps 8 and 20 is O(mn2), and that these steps dominate the time to execute one iteration of the main loop.
Improvements to the algorithm
We now describe a more efficient version, HORN1, of our learning algorithm for Horn sentences. There is a natural shorthand notation for propositional Horn sentences obtained "by gathering up all the clauses with the same antecedent set and conjoining the consequents. The conjunction of several clauses C1, . . . , C k with the same antecedent will be . represented as a recta-clause whose antecedent is the common antecedent of the clauses and whose consequent is the conjunction of consequent(Ci) for i = 1, . . . , k. For example, the meta-clause
is logically equivalent to, and will be used to represent, the conjunction
The new version of the algorithm maintains the current hypothesis as a sequence of metaclauses, one meta-clause corresponding to each negative example in the sequence S in the previous version. We assume that this representation is used both by the algorithm and for the equivalence queries. (If the equivalence queries require that the representation be strictly a conjunction of Horn clauses, further (straightforward) optimizations must be made to achieve the time bounds below.)
In addition to this shorthand representation, we make use of the observation that once a positive counterexample eliminates a clause, it eliminates any clause with a refined antecedent. For example, the positive counterexample TTTF eliminates the clause (a A b A c ~ d), and also refinements like (a A b = d) and (b A c ~ d). Thus, when we refine the antecedent of a meta-clause, we do not need to re-introduce possible consequents that have been eliminated.
The effects of counterexamples on meta-clauses can be exemplified as follows, starting with the metal-clause
( a A b A c = d A e A f ) .
A positive counterexample causes item(s) to be struck from the consequent, for example, a positive counterexample T T T T F T would result in the meta-clause
( a A b A c = d A f ) .
A subsequent negative counterexample that refines the corresponding negative example moves variable(s) from the antecedent to the consequent. For example, the negative example T T F F F F then results in
Using suitable data structures, this means that the total processing time spent modifying the hypothesis is O(mn), since each variable can appear in the antecedent, be moved to the consequent, and be deleted, from each meta-clause. A more formal treatment follows.
We use the partial ordering < on assignments defined by x < y if and only if xi = Yi for i = 1, . . . , n. (Equivalently, x < y if and only if xi <-Yi, where we take F < T.) If C is a meta-clause, let negex(C) denote the example that assigns T to all the variables " in the antecedent of C and F to all the other variables. Then negex(C) is the minimum example in the ordering by < that violates C. In the new version of the algorithm, H is the conjunction of a sequence of meta-clauses Ci such that negex(Ci) = si.
We define three meta-clause operations: generating a new meta-clause from a negative example (new(x)), reducing a meta-clause with a positive counterexample (reduce (C, x) ), and strengthening a meta-clause with a negative example (refine (C, x) .) Given a negative example x, define new(x) to be the meta-clause whose antecedent is the set true(x) and whose consequent is F. Note that negex(new(x)) = x. For example,
new(TFTFT) = (a A c A e = F).
This operation is used to construct an initial meta-clause from a new negative example.
It replaces the operation clauses(x).
The consequent F is introduced first because the Horn clause with antecedent set A and consequent F logically implies every other Horn clause with antecedent set A. The other possible consequents are only introduced if and when the consequent F is eliminated by some positive counterexample.
Given a meta-clause C and an example x > negex(C) for which C is false (intuitively, x is a positive counterexample) we define reduce(C, x) to be a meta-clause with the same antecedent as C and consequent defined as follows. Given a meta-clause C and an example x < negex(C) (intuitively, x is a negative counterexample) we define refine(C, x) to be a meta-clause whose antecedent is the set true(x) whose consequent is defined as follows. Note that the possible consequent d is not re-introduced here, having been (presumably) eliminated by a previous positive example.
The new version of the algorithm, named HORN1 and shown in Figure 2 , has the same line numbers as the previous version, for ease of comparison. As for the previous version, if the algorithm halts then its output is correct, so we need only give bounds on its running time.
1 /* H i s a c o n j u n c t i o n of m e t a -c l a u s e s C~ */ 2 Set H to be the empty hypothesis 3 UNTIL e q u i v a l e n t ( H ) returns "yes" DO 4 B E G I N / * main loop */ 5
Let z be the counterexample returned by the equivalence query 6 IF x violates at least one meta~clause of H ?
T H E N / * x i s a p o s i t i v e example */ 8 replace Ci by reduce (Ci, x) for every Ci that x violates 9 ELSE /* x i s a n e g a t i v e example * Since each negative counterexample can cause at most m membership queries, no more than m2(n + 1) membership queries will be made. With a straightforward representation of meta-clauses and assignments as lists of length n, this algorithm can be implemented to run in time O(m2n 2) on a log-cost RAM.
Our analysis of the improved algorithm establishes the following theorem. 
Conclusions
Our main result is a polynomial-time algorithm for exact identification of Horn sentences using equivalence and membership queries. One corollary of the result is that the class of Horn sentences is polynomial-time PAC learnable if membership queries are available. Another is that the class of Horn sentences is polynomial-time predictable with a polynomial mistake bound if membership queries (excluding the elements to be predicted) are available. If membership queries are not available, it is an open problem whether Horn sentences are PAC-learnable or polynomial-time predictable. By the reductions of Kearns, Li, Pitt, and Valiant (1987) PAC-learnability of Horn sentences would imply PAC-learnability of general CNF and DNF sentences, and similarily for polynomial predictability.
An interesting open problem is whether the algorithm here can be extended to handle restricted types of universally quantified Horn sentences (see the papers of Valiant (1985) and Haussler (1989) for related classes of formulas). This class is of significant interest due to its similarity to the language Prolog, and its use in logic programming and expert system design.
